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(57) ABSTRACT 
The retainer sleeve of a ferrule suitable for very small 
diameter optical fibers is coupled to a connector barrel 
so that, after the ferrule and optical fiber have been 
assembled, the position of the optical fiber end with the 
coupling surface of the ferrule may be adjusted. The 
connector barrel also includes means for securely lock 
ing the adjusted position of the optical fiber in the fer 
rule. 

3 Claims, 1 Drawing Figure 
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ADJUSTABLE FIBER OPTIC CONNECTOR 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

In end-to-end coupling of two optical fibers, the 5 
closer together the two fiber ends can be brought and 
aligned on their common center-line, the less light or 
power is lost. In connectors for such end-to-end cou 
pling having ferrules to retain the optical fibers, the 
cleaved end of an optical fiber is initially just flush with 
the coupling surface of the ferrule. Thereafter, when 
the rear or cable-end portion of the ferrule is crimped to 
the jacket of the optical fiber cable, the cleaved end of 
the optical fiber may recede into the ferrule, and hence, 
back from the coupling surface thereof. Such a connec 
tor assembly is described in co-pending U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 698,392, now U.S. Pat. No. 
4,101,198, entitled "Fiber Optic Connector", filed June 
21, 1976 by Earl R. Heldt, and assigned to the assignee 
hereof. 
Co-pending U.S. patent application Ser. No. 792,375, 

now U.S. Pat. No. 4,114,979, entitled "Improved Fiber 
Optic Connector", filed Apr. 29, 1977 by Earl R. Heldt, 
also assigned to the assignee hereof, incorporates in 
provements which provide adjustment means for ad 
justing the position of the optical fiber end flush with 
the coupling surface of the ferrule during assembly. 
However, since the final step of assembly involves the 
crimping of an outer sleeve to the outer jacket of the 
cable, there is no means for readjusting the position of 30 
the optical fiber end with the coupling surface of the 
ferrule thereafter. Readjustment may be desirable (1) to 
improve production yield, since adjustment during ini 
tial assembly may be faulty or (2) to lengthen service life 
in the field, since the optical fiber may recede into the 
ferrule away from the coupling surface thereof with 
hard or extended use, or use in varying ambient temper 
atures and environments. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
The present invention relates to fiber optic connec 

tors generally of the type described in U.S. patent appli 
cation Ser. No. 792,375, now U.S. Pat. No. 4,114,979, 
entitled "Improved Fiber Optic Connector' filed June 
21, 1976 by Earl R. Heldt, which is incorporated by 
reference as amended as if fully set forth herein. A fiber 
optic connector constructed according to the present 
invention includes a barrel coupled to the ferrule, which 
retains the optical fiber, and the barrel enclosing a 
crimp sleeve and washers, and coupled at the other end 50 
to a lock nut for securely locking the adjusted position 
of the optical fiber in the ferrule. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

The drawing is a cross-sectional view of an adjustable 55 
fiber optic connector constructed according to the prin 
ciples of the present invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Referring to the drawing, optical fiber 5 is retained in 
ferrule assembly 20 which may be of any suitable design 
but preferable of the configuration described in detail in 
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the above-incorporated patent application. Ferrule re 
tainer sleeve 22 has outside threaded portion 24 for 
coupling to inside threads 31 at one end of connector 
barrel 30. Crimp sleeve 36, which is crimped to fiber 
optic cable 50, is tightened against washer 34, which 
abuts rubber bushing 32 for engaging retainer sleeve 22, 
by lock nut 40 via interface washer 38. Fiber optic cable 
50 also includes outer jacket 51, Kevlar strength mem 
bers 52 and inner jacket 53. 

In order to provide locking of the adjusted position of 
optical fiber 5 in ferrule assembly 20, crimp sleeve 36 
should be securely affixed to fiber optic cable 50. To 
assure that crimp sleeve 36 does not slip on cable 50 
after crimping, before crimping sleeve 36 to the cable, 
outer jacket 51 is trimmed to expose Kevlar 52 to a 
length approximately equal to the length of sleeve 36. 
The exposed portion of Kevlar 52, a strength enhancing 
layer of stranded material sandwiched between inner 
jacket 52 and outer jacket 51, is folded back over exter 
nal surface of outer jacket 51 and held in place by sleeve 
36. Thus, two layers of Kevlar 52 are separated by outer 
jacket 51 within sleeve 36 prior to crimping of that 
sleeve. Before sleeve 36 is crimped, washer 38 and lock 
nut 40 are mounted on cable 50. After sleeve 36 is 
crimped, washer 34, and rubber bushing 32 for abutting 
the crimp sleeve against ferrule assembly 20 are 
mounted on exposed inner jacket 53, and barrel 30 is 
slipped over the entire assembly, as shown. After fer 
rule assembly 20 is coupled to optical fiber 5, barrel 30 
is coupled to ferrule 20 at threaded portions 24 and 31, 
respectively, and the cleaved end of optical fiber 5 is 
adjusted to be just flush with coupling surface 17 of 
ferrule 20. Locknut 40 is coupled to the other end of 
barrel 30 and tightened to lock the adjusted position of 
optical fiber 5 in ferrule assembly 20. 

I claim: 
1. An adjustable fiber optic connector for end-to-end 

connection of individual optical fiber cable having a 
cleaved optical fiber, inner and outer jackets and 
stranded strength member between said jackets, said 
connector comprising: 

a ferrule, having a coupling surface, for retaining the 
optical fiber and inner jacket; 

a barrel having coupling means for coupling to the 
ferrule and for adjusting the cleaved end of the 
optical fiber with the coupling surface of the fer 
rule; 

a crimp sleeve crimped to the optical fiber cable 
within the barrel; 

a bushing for abutting the crimp sleeve against the 
ferrule within the barrel; and 

locking means, coupled to the barrel and crimp sleeve 
for locking the adjusted position of the optical fiber 
in the ferrule. 

2. An adjustable fiber optic connector as in claim 1 
wherein the crimp sleeve contains two layers of 
stranded strength member separated by the outer 
jacket. 

3. An adjustable fiber optic connector as in claim 1 
wherein the locking means comprise threaded means 
including a washer for interface to the crimp sleeve for 
tightening the crimp sleeve against the bushing. 
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